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 05 March 2012 
Mr. Aysar Ahmed Al-Tayeb 
Chair, Ad Hoc Working Group on Long-term Cooperative Action 
c/o UNFCCC Secretariat 
Martin-Luther-King-Strasse 8 
D 53153 Bonn 
Germany 
 
Dear Mr. Al-Tayeb, 
 
I am writing to you in response to the invitations in paragraphs 81 and 85 of the 
Decision document Outcome of the work of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Long-

Term Cooperative Action under the Convention (-/CMP.17) to Parties and 
observer organizations to make submissions on specified matter, including a 
framework for the use of markets, and on a new market-based mechanism. 
 

In the detailed submission attached, IETA puts forward its arguments on how 
existing market approaches and a new market mechanism are necessary to achieve 
GHG reductions, based on IETA’s experience with existing mechanisms and its 
examination of possible new market mechanisms. 
 
In summary: 
 

1. A global, scaled-up involvement of the private sector primarily through market 

mechanisms is essential to achieve long term global emission reduction goals 

2. Market mechanisms should be a core part of a global agreement, assisting both 

developed and developing countries in achieving their targets and commitments 

at the lowest overall cost 

3. The pace of development of new market mechanisms will depend on there being 

clear and sustained demand for additional categories of emission reductions 

which requires a global commitment to reduce emissions and a global 

acceptance of market mechanism as a way to ensure cost-effective emission 

reductions and mobilize private financing 

4. New market mechanisms should be based on top down rules as well as bottom 

up implementation of carbon markets, to encourage the creation of a global 

carbon market, enable linkages between regional carbon markets, and thereby 

reduce transaction costs 



    
 

5. Both mechanism design and capacity building will be improved by the direct 

involvement of private sector 

6. Urgent progress is needed on the international agenda on mechanisms, to avoid 

risks of fragmentation of international trade in carbon reduction units and loss 

of legitimacy for certain types of units. 

 

IETA is at the disposal of the AWGLCA and its secretariat for any clarification, 

further elaboration or commentary that may be required.  We applaud both the 

Conference of the Parties’ decisions on these matters made at Durban, and the 

initiative to seek comments from interested and experienced observer 

organisations.  We urge that  the work programmes and the workshops referred to 

in paras 82 and 86 of the Decision make full use of the experience of market-based 

organisations, and stand ready to participate in the workshops and assist in the 

programmes as necessary. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 
Henry Derwent 

President and CEO 
International Emissions Trading Association 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



    
 

 
 
 
 
 
SUBMISSION OF THE INTERNATIONAL EMISSIONS TRADING ASSOCIATION 
TO THE AWGLCA  ON FRAMEWORKS AND NEW MARKET MECHANISMS 
PARAS 81 AND 85 OF DRAFT DECISION  -CP/17  
 
Outcome of the work of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Long-term 
Cooperative Action under the Convention 
 
 
 

IETA has been the leading voice of the business community on the subject of carbon 

markets, and an accredited observer organization at the UNFCCC, since 1999. IETA's 

150-odd member companies include some of the world's leading corporations, 

including global leaders in oil, electricity, cement, aluminum, chemical, paper, and 

other industrial sectors; as well as leading firms in the data verification and 

certification, brokering and trading, legal, finance, and consulting industries. 

 
 
 

1.  COP 18 Must Decide 

 
IETA urges Parties to recognize the fact that a decision on new market based 
mechanisms is urgently needed and their design must be finalized as quickly as 
possible within the UNFCCC framework, in order to ensure that there will be 
compatibility with existing and evolving national priorities and measures that use 
market mechanisms, and in order to avoid countries taking inconsistent approaches 
on the design of national carbon pricing policies aiming at reducing their emissions.  
IETA continues to support bottom-up approaches. Nevertheless, a decision is 
needed at COP 18 that gives clarity to the necessary new market mechanism design 
rules and scope, to ensure that the metrics of reduction are universally understood, 
and to ensure policy coherence between existing systems (the EU ETS, CDM/JI) and 
the new systems being designed.  
 
 
 

2.  Reinforcement of Demand 

 
There is usually no natural economic reason for the private sector to be concerned 
about reducing emissions per se.  A market mechanism can create that reason, but 



    
 

only if there is clear demand for the emissions reductions. If there is not enough 
demand, the price of carbon reduction on the market will be weak and there may 
not be an adequate incentive to develop or implement emissions reductions and 

market mechanisms. Demand can take several shapes: formal Kyoto-style targets, 

but also direct commitments from countries and companies to buy a portion of the 
credits from a project or programme, or credited Nationally Appropriate Mitigation 
Actions (NAMAs). As an example,  

- the developed country commits to buy a certain amount of emission 
reductions and  

- to use only a fraction of those for offsetting, provided 
- the host country agrees to buy a certain amount of emission reductions itself. 

 

A developed country might also have a policy to request its private sector to offset 
parts of their emissions by direct purchase of reduction units, perhaps of specified 
types,.  
 
In designing a New Market-based Mechanism, Parties should be thinking 
strategically about cultivating new demand. The creation of a New Market 
Mechanism should be intertwined with the ambitions that underline a new 
agreement on binding emission reduction targets. Market mechanisms act as an 
important instrument for achieving emissions reductions in a cost-effective manner, 
and should therefore be central to these discussions on new international targets.  
 
The private sector welcomes new mechanisms to reduce emissions, but if there are 
no new pledges of demand by Parties or specific levels of ambition, then there will 
be no output from any new mechanism. In addition to easing the path towards new 
demand targets for developed countries and emerging economies, these 
mechanisms can also assist developing countries in achieving their own goals for 
reducing emissions. 
 
 

3. The Role of an Offset Mechanism, and the Importance of creating a 

tradable commodity 

 
IETA would like further clarification from Parties as to whether or not a New Market 
Mechanism is intended to be a crediting mechanism that can be used to offset 
compliance targets. If it does not refer to an offset mechanism, then in the absence of 
some other economic justification giving economic value to reductions the 
mechanism will carry little weight in terms of actual emission reductions.  
 
We would like to strongly encourage Parties to develop a new market mechanism 
that includes the issuance of tradable credits or allowances. This approach increases 
the cost-effectiveness of Parties’ and companies’ mitigation efforts, which is 
recognized as one of the key reasons for having a mechanism.  Demand could 



    
 

eventually come from the private and public sector, in both developed and 
developing countries.  So when designing such a mechanism Parties may express a 
preference for host countries to absorb a share of the emission reductions. When 
doing so, the distribution of emissions reductions between those that will be 
absorbed by the host country and those that will be sold in a market is a crucial 
element in designing the mechanism.  Such an approach could operate in different 
ways: 
 

a) Developed country buys  credits from developing countries and either retires 
them to create a net emission reduction, uses them as offsets against its 
targets or a mix of both,  

 
b) Developing country buys credits and retires them to create a net emission 

reduction, uses the credits for domestic purposes/compliance (e.g. use of 
domestic offsets in emissions trading schemes in China) or a mix of both,  
 

c) Corporate compliance buyers from both developed and developing worlds 
buy credits for offsetting. 
 

d) Companies and private persons buy credits for voluntary offsetting, and 
 

e) The credits are used as a means for indirect linking of regional ETSs (EU ETS-
ETS China for example). 

 
It is increasingly frequently proposed that there must be a material commitment 
from emerging and fast growing developing economies to accept CO2 reduction 
targets before they can generate offset credits under a mechanism of this type.  If 
the private sector is to invest at acceptable levels of risk, the identity of the 
relevant countries, or at least the process of identifying them, must be very clear.  
 
Any new market mechanism will have its inherent risks. In order to mitigate 
such risks, the mechanism should include a mitigation tool that provides a 
guarantee to private sector investors, at least in the mechanism’s early stages, 
against unacceptable risks.  This could come in the form of an international body 
that provides a financial guarantee that such a system is safeguarded from policy 
and economic risks. A case can be made that the Green Climate Fund—and/or 
the World Bank—could provide guarantees or insurance to support pilot 
projects and investments, in order to attract and lead private sector investors 
into sectoral credit projects or other market mechanisms as they are developed. 
Under certain circumstances, however, the host country could provide the 
guarantee. Pilot projects and real experiments are key to progress towards new 
market mechanisms. 

 
 



    
 

4.  Requirements for a New Market Mechanism 

 

IETA supports the establishment of a new market mechanism in which there is a 
sufficient level of transparency and engagement with stakeholders that enables the 
mechanism to evolve and improve based on feedback from participants within the 
marketplace.  When establishing the NMM, the UNFCCC should ensure that a 
thorough measuring, reporting and verification MRV process is in place for credits, 
in order to ensure that environmental integrity is upheld. Each of these will enhance 
the reputation and invest-ability of the new market, and give certainty for market 
participants that they are investing in credible and preferably fungible credits. 
There can then be flexibility for countries that design a scheme that includes the 
option of selling and retiring credits from these mechanisms to support their 
emissions reduction targets. 
 
Perhaps the most important framework required for the use of this NMM is one 
which allows country-driven programmes to make maximum use of private funding 
and investment as well as meeting the requirements of Parties willing to provide 
support from their Government or public sector funds and resources.  Private 
funding will be maximized if insurance, risk-sharing and guarantees are available, 
though the actual use made of those possibilities will depend on the circumstances 
of the project or programme and the willingness of the various parties to the deal.  
Private funding will only be available if emissions reductions are widely acceptable, 
tradable and fungible; so the right framework for an NMM is one that contains a 
well-trusted and well-understood process for certifying continuing value and 
integrity in the units of emissions reduction. 
 
However it will be also be important to establish a framework allowing strong 
oversight of mechanisms developed within and also outside the UNFCCC, 
particularly on measurement and verification, and robust and consistent rules for 
issuance of credits  
 
 
 

5. The evolution of the Kyoto Mechanisms and new market mechanisms 

5.1 Achievements in the evolution of the CDM/JI 
 
The CDM and the JI have played a very important role in international climate 
change action since its first introduction: 
 

- The CDM has evolved from a purely project-based mechanism to a mitigation 

toolkit that encompasses broader programmatic and standardized 

approaches to match the diverse circumstances of current CDM host 

countries. 



    
 

- The CDM has mobilized $140 billion of new funding for low-carbon activities, 

typically leveraging 5-20 Euros of investment with each CDM Euro [Source: 

State and Trends of the Carbon Market 2011, World Bank]. 

- The CDM is currently the only mechanism offering private investors in 

developing countries direct access to international carbon markets to fund 

mitigation activities. 

- The CDM is a self-financing mechanism and currently provides the single 

most reliable source of funding for adaptation within the UNFCCC. Payment 

is also made only on delivery. 

5.2 Challenges in the evolution of the CDM/JI and new market mechanisms 
 

- The continued evolution of the CDM needs to be supported by ambitious 

long-term climate policy goals and sufficient demand to absorb the increased 

supply of credits that a reformed, scaled-up CDM could deliver. Without new 

demand, new approaches will not be implemented and the mitigation 

potential offered by the CDM’s evolution would be missed and/or postponed.  

- A reformed CDM requires special expertise which needs to be maintained 

and nurtured if the CDM and new mechanisms are to be developed and 

implemented efficiently.    

- CDM host countries are introducing NAMAs, some of which are to be financed 

unilaterally, some with international climate finance and some via markets. 

What is needed is a clear policy signal to clarify the circumstances of 

continued use of CDM-based credits as a way of financing NAMAs, as new 

NAMAs become a reality. 

- Most of these points apply also to the continued use of JI 

5.3 Key points for the successful co-evolution of the CDM and new market 
mechanisms  
 

 

- New market mechanisms should complement and not replace the CDM; there 

should be co-existence as well as co-evolution.  

- It is important to recognize the value of the CDM’s ability to continue 

uninterrupted work to develop and improve market mechanisms 

independent of timelines related to new market mechanisms.  The AWGLCA 

should ensure that the CDM’s experience, capacity and lessons can be fully 

utilized in the development and smooth evolution of new mechanisms to 

avoid unnecessary delays. Even if some markets are closed to CERs of various 



    
 

types and origins, even if some purchasers of CERs have specific preferences, 

and even if some host countries prefer to make use of the New Market 

Mechanism that emerges, in principle all countries without economy-wide 

targets should be eligible to continue to develop the CDM and all countries 

with economy-wide targets should be eligible to develop JI. 

- The CDM and any new market mechanism must fit together under the 

umbrella of a single UN administrative organization; this design work is 

currently ongoing in separate convocations in the CDM and other contexts 

under the Kyoto Protocol and the UNFCCC.  Careful coordination and holistic 

approaches are critical in developing a single coherent, functional and 

efficient framework rather than multiple regulatory agencies. 

- The CDM has been a powerful instrument for developing processes and 

standards, setting up institutions, building capacity and enhancing dialogue 

between different actors engaged in mitigation activities. This momentum 

must not be lost. 

- The CDM does however still need improvement and development to fulfill its 

potential for emission reductions and sustainable development, and this 

work must continue, under the guidance of the CMP. 

- The CDM, particularly if improved and developed, can co-exist satisfactorily 

with new market mechanisms; it should continue to be a relevant instrument 

for identifying and incentivizing cost-effective mitigation action in a broad 

range of contexts and countries, wherever sectors are not covered by cap-

and-trade and/or gaps exist in other climate policy instruments. New 

mechanisms can provide a transition for emission reductions in certain 

sectors, moving away from the CDM to alternative emissions reduction 

methodologies. This has the potential to focus the CDM on its most effective 

project areas, while enabling other sectors to become part of a new market 

mechanism that will be more effective in driving necessary private sector 

participation.  

- To complement and reinforce other forms of climate finance, the CDM needs 

to be developed in a holistic and coordinated manner vis-à-vis other climate 

finance instruments and mechanisms such as the Green Climate Fund and 

other international support for NAMAs. But most important of all is to create 

fresh demand for CDM credits. 

- The CDM is already serving as a valuable platform for the development and 

piloting of new approaches, e.g. standardized baselines and Programmes of 

Activities, which represent natural evolution of the CDM and offer a smooth 

transition into new mechanisms. Many elements (e.g. standardized baselines, 



    
 

PoAs) that are likely to form the basis of any new mechanisms are already 

being developed under the CDM and this should be continued as the CDM 

offers a platform of many tools that could be incorporated into the design of a 

new mechanism. 

- A reformed CDM or new market based mechanism could be more directly 

linked to the funding of NAMAs, e.g. by developing NAMA-crediting for 

NAMAs which are listed in the NAMA registry in order to receive 

public/private sector support.  The areas covered by the NAMA would not be 

available for traditional CDM projects. 

 

 
6. Proposals for New Market Mechanisms 

 
IETA put forward some proposals for the shape of a new Market-Based Mechanism 
and some ancillary mechanisms in response to the AWG-LCA request last year.  Not 
having heard any criticisms or responses either following the submission or in the 
light of a number of presentations of these ideas in side-events and conferences, we 
are still content with these proposals and offer them, lightly amended, again. 

 
IETA proposes the following two mechanisms for the generation of potentially 
internationally fungible carbon credits: a NAMA crediting mechanism as the New 
Market Mechanism under the COP, and an Credit Conversion Mechanism (CMM) as 
the international framework for bottom-up market-based approaches. The word 
“offset” is very deliberately omitted here, as it refers to the emission reductions’ use, 
not its creation. IETA believes that these mechanisms could generate certified 
credits in a capped or un-capped environment; in other words the credits could be 
usable in voluntary markets as well as for compliance, and it need not be a condition 
of the production of credits that the host country has or has not a Kyoto or similar 
target, provided that any credits are not double-counted.  JI has established 
important lessons and provided experience of operating emissions reduction 
crediting systems within a wider emissions reduction target.  Provided the 
accounting is right and the systems are clear, JI’s principles can be used more 
widely. 
 
For the avoidance of doubt, the sectoral mechanisms, both sectoral crediting and 
sectoral trading, previously proposed by the European Union do fall under our 
broader definition of a NAMA crediting mechanism. 

 
6.1 NAMAs Crediting Mechanism  

 

6.1.1 Basic Description 



    
 

IETA recommends the establishment of a new crediting mechanism for crediting 
NAMAs that govern a large-scale activity or set of activities within one of the 
following three progressive categories: 

1. Benchmark Crediting: Generates emission reduction credits at the project-
level based on benchmarks defined as a target level of performance of a 
given activity, expressed in tons of CO2e per unit output, and based on the 
current performance of a clearly defined population.  

2. Policy Crediting: Generates emission reduction credits at the national or 
regional level based on highly standardized, country-specific methodologies 
that calculate conservative crediting amounts for the implementation of 
common policy structures (such as, feed-in tariffs) and that incentivize the 
widespread diffusion of clean energy and other low-emission technologies. 

3. Aggregate Crediting: Generates emission reduction credits at a pre-defined 
sectoral or sub-sectoral level by establishing an aggregate baseline based 
partly on historic performance. 

 

6.1.2 Rationale 

The NAMAs proposed by developing countries so far take a wide variety of forms. 
Examples of NAMAs include, for example:  

• Research and Development Activities: such as, on renewable energy or carbon 
capture and sequestration 

• Implementation of Discrete Policies and Regulations: such as, the introduction 
of feed-in tariffs, waste and recycling regulations, and minimum efficiency 
performance standards;  

• Implementation of Wide-Ranging Policies and Regulations: such as, the 
implementation of a sectoral crediting program 

• Discrete Projects and Programs: such as those registered under the CDM, 
though the NAMAs conception would have a wider scope. 

 
Within the UNFCCC, discussion has focused on where the funding for NAMAs will 
come from.  This has led to a discussion of the following three types of NAMAs: 

• Unilateral NAMAs, which a country will self-fund;  

• Conditional NAMAs, which will be implemented with developed country 
assistance, in the form of financing, technology transfer and/or capacity 
building; and 

• Carbon Market NAMAs, which are eligible for support in the form of crediting 
for emission reductions achieved. 

It is surprising that there appeared to be less discussion of and reference to credited 
NAMAs in Durban and its decisions than in earlier negotiations. This is a key 
concept, taken from the existing Kyoto mechanisms, which has been proved to work. 
 
IETA believes that the appropriate type of each NAMA proposed should be largely 
determined by the following criteria:  



    
 

• host country ability to carry out the activity unilaterally, in terms of 
governance and implementation capacity, finance availability, and 
technology availability; 

• host country willingness to bear the financial burden of the activity, taking 
into consideration other co-benefits, compatibility with development 
objectives, and the country’s per capita and absolute greenhouse gas 
emissions (i.e. contribution to and responsibility for climate change); 

• host country interest in participating in the international carbon market; and 

• ability to quantify and verify, at reasonable cost, the resulting emission 
reductions with a level of certainty deemed acceptable by the Parties.    

No view is being taken by IETA about which countries should be able to benefit from 
a New Market Mechanism, or at what level of emissions reduction (compared to 
BAU) crediting should be available.  The categorization of countries or parts of a 
country’s economy could be different from the current lists of countries in the 
UNFCCC or the Kyoto Protocol.  But to maximize private sector confidence and 
willingness to engage with the NMM, the categorization must be clear, and must not 
change suddenly or retrospectively. 
 
It is with these points in mind that IETA proposes this new NAMAs crediting 
mechanism, which focuses on:  

(1) improved emissions data management requirements and  
(2) standardizing and aggregating the quantification of emission reductions.  

 
Under such a system, it would be in the best interest of developing countries to 
improve their data systems and move to crediting at greater scale, because it would 
allow them to gain access to ever-greater amounts of financing (see next section for 
more on finance options). For example, project-based CDM/JI attracts finance for, 
e.g, one renewable energy installation or one technological intervention in a facility.  
In contrast, a Benchmark Crediting-type mechanism should be designed to attract 
finance for several different installations and multiple energy saving technological 
or managerial interventions in those facilities (similar to standardized baselines 
under current CDM). Further, Aggregate Crediting or Policy Crediting should be 
designed to attract finance to the whole sector or sub-sector (similar to Programmes 
of Activities under the current CDM). 
 
The transition from one type of crediting to the next can only take place with the 
growth and development of infrastructure. Indicators of industries which have 
sufficient infrastructure would include those with an accurate database of facilities 
and their historic emissions; a permitting system; good quality monitoring and 
reporting of emissions; ability to effectively regulate the industry. If these are 
lacking, then the CDM may be more suitable, but over time, CDM projects and 
international donors should help the industry develop this infrastructure. 
 
6.1.3 Technical Concerns 



    
 

Compared to CDM, new market-based approaches require a much higher level of 
emissions monitoring and reporting infrastructure and greater host country 
participation.  For example, a host country would need to define the covered sectors 
or activities, determine baselines and benchmarks, promote equal treatment of 
participants, possibly re-distribute some of the revenues to account for early 
action/competitiveness issues, etc. The design issues related to policy crediting and 
aggregate crediting will be many, especially in relation to the integration and 
incentivization of private sector actors. Early involvement of the private sector will 
help meet these challenges, however. 
 

 
6.2 Credit Conversion Mechanism 
 

 

6.2.1 Basic Description 

 

Complementary to the NMM model described above, IETA proposes the 
establishment of an international Credit Conversion Mechanism.  This is not the 
same type of mechanism as the NAMAs mechanism: rather it is a device to promote 
international fungibility of credits, which will assist the growth of markets and help 
keep prices down. 
 
IETA recommends the establishment of a mechanism to convert environmental 
commodity credits of diverse denominations into internationally fungible credits.  
This mechanism will convert units of a different denomination (MWh, e.g.) into 
metric tonnes and thereby certify them for international transfer, reducing a variety 
of types of costs and risks in the global carbon market. Certified emission reduction 
credits could be issued for countries that develop new domestic environmental 
commodity trading systems or increase the ambition of their already-existent 
systems.  
 
 
6.2.2 Rationale  

As already mentioned, diverse political, regulatory and legal structures across the 
world ensure that Parties will have different preferences with respect to how they 
incentivize domestic emission reductions through environmental markets. They 
may choose to utilize domestic CO2e emission trading systems, or another 
environmental commodity trading system, such as energy efficiency trading or 
renewable energy credit (REC) trading. The Credit Conversion Mechanism would 
provide a means to harmonize these various forms of crediting into a single 
international currency.  This would promote better access to international climate 
finance for developing countries without being overly prescriptive in how they 
organize their emission reduction efforts. A Credit Conversion Mechanism would 
allow Parties, on an entirely voluntary basis, to link up with international emissions 



    
 

trading even though their respective environmental products are of different 
denominations. This mechanism would enable the certifying body to apply a 
conversion that translates domestic units into fully fungible international units.  

 

 

6.2.3 Technicalities  

Further developing this mechanism would require significant further work. 
Conversions would likely need to be standardized based on, among other things, 
country and/or region-specific grid emissions factors. Concerns about double-
counting would have to be taken very seriously.  Significant exploration would need 
to be undertaken regarding how to differentiate and convert among MRV standards, 
if an international standard could not be agreed.  
 
For example, India’s Perform, Achieve and Trade (PAT) mechanism to enhance 
energy efficiency is based on energy intensity rather than an absolute measure of 
energy usage. It allows absolute energy usage growth while rewarding improved 
energy efficiency and will translate energy intensity performance into actual energy 
savings to enable the trading of a unit of energy saved: metric tonnes of oil 
equivalent (MTOE).  If international emission reduction credit buyers want to 
purchase reductions made in India as a result of the PAT mechanism, a UNFCCC’s 
clearing mechanism could convert the MTOE into tCO2e, cancelling out Indian 
“Energy Saving Certificates” (ESCerts) and issuing UN certified emission reductions. 
 

 

 
6.3 Other types of market-based mechanisms 

 
Before the private sector can start to make serious investment decisions, it asks the 
AWG LCA, and as necessary the Parties, to further clarify the definition of a New 
Market Mechanism.  
 
There are many different ways of adopting market mechanisms to address the issue 
of the effective distribution of public sector funding: tendering, bidding (particularly 
on the basis of promises of carbon reduction performance) etc. all go a long way of 
making the public sector ‘dollar’ go further. No offsetting or compliance systems are 
associated with these mechanisms, and they can meet the test in the LCA text of 
achieving additional emissions reductions in the sense that the dollar that goes 
further can buy more emission reductions.  However this is not the definition of a 
market mechanism that most of the private sector envisions and therefore we ask 
for further clarification on the definition of a market mechanism as discussed under 
the AWG-LCA. 

 

 

 



    
 

7. Conclusion 

 
IETA welcomes the decisions at Durban to establish a New Market Mechanism.  It is 
clear that global emission reduction goals cannot be achieved without more 
effective means of attracting private finance, and a market is an essential means of 
maximizing the cost-effectiveness of such funding.   
 
The most important action for the UN process at this stage is to define as quickly as 
possible what is meant by a New Market Mechanism in terms that allow potential 
investors, particularly in the private sector, to understand broadly how it would 
work and what the value proposition for investment would be.  This has to be done 
in parallel with work elsewhere in the UNFCCC and within Parties to ensure that 
there is sufficient demand for units of emission reductions, which is the precedented 
and effective foundation for value.  If  Parties wish to mobilise sufficient private 
sector finance for mitigation in a timely fashion it has to be clear that the units can 
be used for compliance purposes as well as in pursuit of voluntary emission 
reduction programmes by Parties and companies alike.  The framework referred to 
in the decision must clarify this point and establish an equitable and proportionate 
governance system that will ensure the units are trustworthy and valuable. 
 
There is much that experience with both CDM and JI has to teach.  Indeed it is not 
very clear whether there is intended to be a “bright line” distinction between 
current developments of the CDM aimed at scaling up its reach, in particular 
standardized baselines and programmes of activities, and an NMM or unilateral 
NAMA with market-based elements covering emissions reductions at a policy or 
sectoral level, including the net impact of a sectoral trading system or other types of 
NAMAs seeking external contributions from private sector sources.  But the wider 
the scope and coverage of an NMM, the more important it is that risks to private 
sector investors are identified and covered, and that transaction costs associated 
with assessing integrity and additionality are kept proportionate. 
 
It is also vital that the size of the potential data and verification issues are 
understood, and that Parties looking to make use of a scaled-up NMM do not run 
before they can walk.  A graduation of levels of NMM coverage depending largely on 
the amount and reliability of data, seems sensible. 
 
If bottom-up, country-driven approaches to NMM projects, programmes and NAMAs 
are allowed, which IETA supports, it will be important to have a well-understood 
system for converting credits derived from different metrics into a common format, 
to aid the fungibility of units which is an essential part of cost-effectiveness. 
 
There are many ways of using market mechanisms to distribute public money, 
rather than to incentivize private money, though they are inevitably less cost-
effective.  Therefore we have not developed these distributional methodologies in 



    
 

this submission, though could do so separately if these forms of market mechanism 
were of interest.  
 
 
IETA 
 
March 2012 


